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            Abstract
Existing deep learning models applied to reaction prediction in organic chemistry can reach high levels of accuracy (>90% for natural language processing-based ones). With no chemical knowledge embedded other than the information learnt from reaction data, the quality of the datasets plays a crucial role in the performance of the prediction models. Human curation is prohibitively expensive, so unaided approaches to remove chemically incorrect entries from existing datasets are essential to improve the performance of artificial intelligence models in synthetic chemistry tasks. Here, we propose a machine learning-based, unassisted approach to remove chemically wrong entries from chemical reaction collections. We apply this method to the Pistachio collection of chemical reactions and to an open dataset, both extracted from United States Patent and Trademark Office patents. Our results show an improved prediction quality for models trained on the cleaned and balanced datasets. For retrosynthetic models, the roundtrip accuracy metric grows by 13 percentage points and the value of the cumulative Jensenâ€“Shannon divergence decreases by 30% compared to its original record. The coverage remains high at 97%, and the value of the class diversity is not affected by the cleaning. The proposed strategy is the first unassisted rule-free technique to address automatic noise reduction in chemical datasets.
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                    Fig. 1: Overview.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Results of the forgetting forward experiment.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Artificial noise addition.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Comparison with null models.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Retrosynthesis models results.[image: ]


Fig. 6: Multistep retrosynthesis examples.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The data that support the findings of this study are the reaction dataset Pistachio 3 (version release of 18 November 2019) from NextMove Software3. It is derived by text-mining chemical reactions in US patents. We also used two smaller open-source datasets: the dataset by Schneider et al.34, which consists of 50,000 randomly picked reactions from US patents, and the USPTO dataset by Lowe2, an open dataset with chemical reactions from US patents (1976 to September 2016). A demonstration of the code on the dataset by Schneider et al. is also available in the GitHub repository (https://github.com/rxn4chemistry/OpenNMT-py/tree/noise_reduction). Source data for the plots in the main manuscript are available at https://figshare.com/articles/journal_contribution/Source_Data/13674496.

            

Code availability

              
              All code for data cleaning and analysis associated with the current submission is available at https://github.com/rxn4chemistry/OpenNMT-py/tree/noise_reduction35.
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